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Abstract Mankind has observed and documented life cycle
stages of plants and animals for a long time. However, it
was comparatively recently that the newly emerging
science was given its name. The name of Charles Morren
and the year 1853 are being cited, although not frequently.
Exact information is hardly known among present-day
phenologists, yet new evidence shows that the term
“phenology” was already in use in 1849. In the early
1840s, physicist and astronomer Adolphe Quetelet set up an
observational network named "Observations of periodical
Phenomena of the Animal and Vegetable Kingdom” and
issued instructions for it. Even though biologist Charles
Morren welcomed Quetelet's initiative, differences between
Morren and Quentlet regarding the instructions for the
observations and the potential results soon arose and a
debate started, which lasted for nearly 10 years. In the wake
of these disagreements, Morren was compelled to create a
new term to denote his ideas on “periodical phenomena”.
At first, he temporally used the word anthochronology, but
in the end he coined the word phenology. The term was first
used in a public lecture at the Académie royale des
Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique’ in
Brussels on 16 December 1849, and simultaneously in the
December 1849 issue of volume V of the Annales de la
Société royale d’Agriculture et de Botanique de Gand. One
had to wait until 1853 before the new name appeared in the
title of one of Morren’s publications. Based on evidence
from archives and original publications, we trace the 10-
year-long scientific debate between Morren and Quetelet.
Morren states his biologist’s view on the subject and
extends the more climate-related definition of Quetelet of
“periodical phenomena”.
Keywords Phenology . History of phenology . Periodical
observations . Anthochronology . Belgium
Introduction
Stat sua cuique dies.
Date is set for each and everyone.
There is a day for everybody.
Virgile, Aeneid, X.467
(Morren 1843b, Fleurs éphémères, p. 335–340)
The science of phenology has, once again, seen a revival
in the context of climate change impact research. Observa-
tions on the timing of life cycle events (Rosenzweig et al.
2007, 2008) have been prime evidence for impacts of
climate change, not only for the twentieth century but also
for many centuries before (Sparks and Carey 1995; Aono
and Kazui 2008; Rutishauser 2009). Scholars in disciplines
as diverse as medieval linguistics and global climate system
modelling are now working in the field of phenology (e.g.
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Whether referring to the philosophical background that
provided the environment for plant observations in the Age
of Enlightenment, or the common term for seasonal
changes of the green-cover of the land surface that are
key for quantifying the carbon and hydrological cycle of
the globe, scientists today are using “phenology” more and
more often. Phenological methods and applications have
changed over time, from the era of Greek philosophers to
the twenty-first century (Keatley and Hudson 2010). In the
Age of the Enlightenment, plant physiologists like Carl
Linnaeus (1707–1778) looked for plant species that flower
at the same time and carefully noted and precisely defined
life-cycle stages (Linné 1788). And the human eye served
as the instrument. Today, orbiting satellites and ground-
based sensors observe and measure seasonal changes in
radiative properties and atmospheric composition to derive
phenological data. At the same time, observers in networks
and private backyards continue the tradition of looking at
plants, noting the date of an event in Nature’s Calendar, as
humans have for centuries and even millennia.
With this paper, we want to shed light on the time when
the term “phenology” was introduced into the scientific
literature, in Belgium in the late 1840s. Our study
concentrates mainly on a Euro-centric perspective on the
history of phenology; however, it is useful for phenologists
from around the world. We first present a short summary of
the background in European history of the philosophy,
language and history that became the stage for the term
“phenology”. The antagonists, Adolphe Quetelet and
Charles Morren, are then briefly introduced. In the
following two sections, the scientific debate of the naming
of the discipline between both scientists in the 1840s is
developed. In the last section, we describe how the term
“phenology” has made history ever since, becoming an
important term in the twenty-first century climate change
impact research at all spatial and temporal scales.
Setting the stage: origins of the art of phenology
The existence of unsystematic phenological observations is
known from ancient China (e.g. Chen 2003, and references
therein) and from ancient Greece and Rome (for a general
overview, see Schnelle 1955; Schwartz 2003; Rutishauser
2009). For China, Yoshino (2004) reported routine obser-
vations and descriptions of phenological events and a
phenological calendar of agricultural activities since the
twenty-first century BC. Furthermore, special attention was
paid to anomalous phenological events in the form of
proverbs in order to identify climate anomalies. A pheno-
logical calendar of central China was compiled by Xia Xiao
Zheng as early as in the eleventh century BC (Chen 2003).
Probably the best known records of phenology contain the
date of the Japanese cherry festival. The date of the festival
is closely related to the full bloom of the cherry tree. Series
with some temporal gaps starting in A.D. 705 and 812 were
published by Arakawa (1955), Sekiguchi (1969) and Aono
and Kazui (2008). In Eurasia, the Bible refers to observations
of growth stages of the fig-tree and describes the progress of
seasons: “Now learn this lesson from the fig-tree: As soon as
its twigs get tender and its leaves come out, you know that
summer is near” (Mark 13, 28; New International Version).
The word “phenology” has its etymologic roots in the
ancient Greek ‘phaenesthai’, φαίνεσθαι which in English
means ‘to appear’. Aristotle (384–322 BC) discussed the
terms ‘nature’ (physis, φ’υσιζ) and ‘process’ (kinesis,
κ’ινησιζ). ‘Nature’ is defined as emergence and origin
(genesis, γένεσιζ), a nascent and growing thing as
opposed to art. Thus, nature implicitly contains the
connotation of movement, appearance and disappearance.
Following Plato and Timaeus, natural science implicitly
seeks the ‘causes’ and not the symbolic meaning of
phenomena (Wegmann 2005).
Aristotle’s and Plato’s work and their rediscovery in
medieval Europe were essential for the emergence of a
modern scientific perception of seasonal life-cycle stages.
In particular, the views of Albertus Magnus (1193/1206–
1280) were crucial to shaping the modern perception of
phenological observations. He concluded, in the thirteenth
century A.D., that experience from repeated observations is
the best teacher for things such as natural processes
(Wegmann 2005). Terms such as budding, flowering, and
leaf fall appeared in European literature starting in the
twelfth century. At this time, logical reasoning began to
take over the symbolic, speculative interpretation of natural
phenomena.
Then, at the beginning of the Age of Enlightenment
(eighteenth century), the philosophical framework was laid
for scientific and systematic phenological observations,
recordings, studies and publishing in the modern sense of
the term. This is illustrated by the wine vintage data in
western Europe (Chuine et al. 2004; Maurer et al. 2009;
Meier et al. 2007; Pfister 1975; Tagami 2008), apple tree
observations by Gilles de Gouberville (1521–1578) in the
Cotentin peninsula, France (Tollemer 1879) and by many
other obervations. In the eighteenth century, during the Age
of Enlightenment, carrying out observations, classifying
and comparing these observations was part of the then
general interest in the natural sciences. Interesting examples
are given by Marsham’s record in Norfolk, England
(Sparks and Lines 2008) and the observations of Linnaeus
in Uppsala and his ephemeral network of 1750–1752 in
Sweden. Life-cycle observations of plants were also
collected by the Economic Society of Bern (Ökonomische
Gesellschaft Bern) from 1760 onwards. This society, which
focused on collecting information on plant growth for
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comparison with meteorological parameters, was, most
probably, the first of its kind. Applications of phenological
data were collected with the goal of increasing yield by
better planning and improvements of agricultural practices
(Pfister 1975; Burri and Rutishauser 2009; Rutishauser
2009; Možný et al. 2011). By the beginning of the
nineteenth century, people had observed plants and their
appearance for millennia; however, they did not use a
common term to label these observations.
Adolphe Quetelet and the observation of the periodical
phenomena
In July 1819, Adolphe Quetelet (1796–1874) (Fig. 1a) was
the first to be awarded the degree of doctor in physical and
mathematical sciences at the University of Ghent. He
became professor of mathematics at the Athenée de
Bruxelles in 1824 and of physics and astronomy at the
Musée des Sciences et des Lettres in 1827. In the following
year, Quetelet was appointed astronomer at the Royal
Observatory of Brussels, founded in 1826. It took many
more years—and a Belgian revolution—for the observatory
to become operational. In November 1834, Quetelet
became the Permanent Secretary of the Belgian royal
Academy of Sciences—a position he kept until his death
(Mailly 1875; Collard 1928). During his life, Quetelet was
clearly a very powerful man in the scientific community
and his influence was far-reaching.
Adolphe Quetelet had a very wide spectrum of scientific
interests. From 1836 onwards, the idea to observe period-
ical phenomena of plants in Europe and in America arose at
the Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences because of a
proposition by Quetelet and his colleagues. It is possible
that John Herschel’s idea, in 1836, to carry out worldwide,
hourly, meteorological Méthodologique en Appui à l’Inno-
vation en Agriculture Familiale observations during the
periods of solstices and equinoxes inspired Quetelet to
propose observations of the vital phenomena occurring on
the surface of the globe (Annales, T. V, Octobre 1849).
Quetelet started, in the year 1839, observations on the
flowering of plants in the garden of the old Observatory at
Saint-Josse-Ten-Noode (Quetelet 1842b) (Fig. 2). In 1841,
a large programme of plant observations comprising the
flowering, leafing and leaf fall of the garden’s plants began.
In an account of a visit to England, dated 9 October 1841,
Quetelet laid the foundations of the observations of the
periodical phenomena of the plant and animal kingdom
(Quetelet 1841). According to Quetelet, studying periodical
phenomena would provide a better understanding of the
nature and characteristics of the Belgian climate that make
it different from neighbouring climates. However, scientists
quickly discovered that they lacked a guide to carry out
these observations in such a way that observations would
be comparable across sites. Thus, Quetelet published under
the auspices of the Academy Instructions for the Observa-
tions of periodical Phenomena; the first set of instructions
on 13 January 1842 (Quetelet 1842a), the second one on 1
December 1843 (Quetelet 1843). While the first set of
instructions used a highly specific classification scheme, the
second set was more efficient because it classified plants in
alphabetical order by their Latin names. In the Instructions
of 1842, the botanist Barthélemy Charles Joseph Du
Mortier (or Dumortier) (1797–1878) is quoted as having
contributed to its writing. The Class of Sciences of the
Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences allowed the printing of
the second set of instructions in its session of 15 January
1842.
An overview of the observations on periodical phenom-
ena was published as chapter IV of the book Sur le Climat
de la Belgique (Quetelet 1849). This book contains a note
on the Instructions pour l’observation des phénomènes
périodiques concerning plants (Quetelet 1849, pp. 174–
183). Later, a third set, dated 25 April 1853, was printed as
Fig. 1 a Adolphe Quetelet
(1796–1874), Director of the
Observatory of Brussels and
founder of the international
network of “Observations of the
periodical phenomena”. b
Charles Morren (1807–1858),
Professor of Botany at the
University of Liège and father of
“Phenology”
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a leaflet by the Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences
containing detailed instructions for the observation of period-
ical phenomena (Quetelet 1853). Soon, the network created
by Quetelet spread across Belgium and throughout Europe
(Ihne and Hoffmann 1884; Schnelle 1955). The information
collected by Quetelet was published in the Memoirs of the
Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences under the headings
Observations botaniques, Observations zoologiques and
Observations faites à des époques déterminées as a part of
the Observations des phénomènes périodiques for the years
1839–1872 (Demarée 2009).
Charles Morren, the “Father of phenology”
Charles-François-Antoine Morren (Fig. 1b)—born in Ghent
(1807) and died in Liège (1858)—was one of Quetelet's
students at the Athénée of Brussels. After leaving the
Athénée, Morren went on to study natural sciences at the
University of Ghent in 1825. In the wake of the Belgian
revolution, he was asked to teach at several institutions in
Ghent where he became a doctor (honoris causa) in
medicine in 1835. He was nominated professor of botany
at the University of Liège in 1835 and became
corresponding Fellow of the Belgian Royal Academy of
Sciences in 1835 and Fellow in 1837. Morren was an
extraordinarily active scientist in various fields, published a
considerable number of papers and founded several
journals in botany, horticulture, agronomy and related
fields, and he also made numerous communications to the
Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences (Morren 1860; Le Roy
1869; Crépin 1903). While Morren contributed to the
observations of periodical phenomena collected by Quetelet
at the academy, his contributions were limited to the years
1841 and 1842 and were not continued afterwards. Was this
possibly an early sign of his disagreement with Quetelet’s
proposal at that time?
In his search for finding a name for a new discipline,
Morren turned to annual natural periods which was used
by D’Hombres-Firmas (1776–1857) at Nîmes, France, to
indicate the limit of periods in which the different stages of
plants occur annually (D’Hombres-Firmas 1838). Similarly,
Carl Joseph Kreutzer (1809–1866) used the term antho-
chronology (άνθοσ=flower) to describe the floral calendar
of central Europe (Kreutzer 1840). Morren was critical that
neither Kreutzer and Quetelet studied the laws of correla-
tion that govern all periodical phenomena. He further noted
that Kreutzer did not pay enough attention in the frame-
work of the periodical phenomena to continuous flower-
ings, flowers flowering several months and monochronic
flowerings (flowering at a very restricted period). Morren
suggested that the term “anthochronology” be used in his
correspondence with Quetelet on the periodical phenomena
for the year 1842 (Morren 1842, mss.; Morren 1843a).
These anthochronological observations deal with subdaily
observations to construct a floral clock and with the
periodicity of the sexual motilities of plants.
In December 1849, Charles Morren used the term“phe-
nology” for the first time in a public lecture at the Belgian
Royal Academy of Sciences at Brussels on this particular
science (Morren 1849a). Recently, Demarée and Rutish-
auser (2009, including supplementary material) reported on
the naissance of the term on the basis of archival material.
Morren is rarely credited for the first use of the word
“phenology” in the twentieth century literature (for excep-
tions, see Schnelle 1955; Cappel 1980; Grove 1988;
Demarée 1996, 2009; Demarée and Chuine 2006). Even
less credit is given to the exact reference where the term
was mentioned in the title of a scientific publication by
Morren (1853) except from Keatley and Hudson (2010),
who arrived at the same conclusions referring to Morren
(1849a). However, the term “phenology” was also proposed
simultaneously by Morren in the December 1849 volume of
a series of publications in the Annales de la Société royale
Fig. 2 Garden of the Royal
Observatory of Brussels near
the Schaerbeek Gate and site of
the observations of plant peri-
odical phenomena of Quetelet
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d’Agriculture et de Botanique de Gand (Annals of the
Royal Society of Agriculture and Botany of Ghent).
The scientific debate between Quetelet proposing the
name “periodical phenomena” and Morren proposing
“phenology” lasted for 10 years. This discussion is
described through the extant correspondence between both
scientists and through their published material.
The scientific debate as seen from the correspondence
between Quetelet and Morren
Charles Morren was informed on details of Quetelet’s
instructions on the observations of periodical phenomena,
which were presented at the meeting of the Belgian royal
Academy of Sciences, dated Brussels, 13 January 1842. In
a letter he responded to Quetelet:
“Liége, January 12th, 1842. What concerns the
editing of the programme, I am more than ever
embarrassed. […] Your ideas have changed and I
cannot share your way of viewing in this matter. By
limiting the observations to isolated facts, the larger
goal is missed; the goal like Schübler1 had
conceived it. If I have succeeded at Lyon, at
Florence, at Naples, etc. to make feel the importance
of this work for the physiology, it is considering the
phenomenon of the periodicity in its most general
expression. At nearly all of my observations of
flowering, I have indicated the fragrance, at all the
colours; I had very remarkable results. But by
limiting to only the flowering and even of only a
few flowers determined by nothing precise and
which will be selected after the caprice or the
laziness of the observer, you can be sure that you
will take away from your concept all that was utile.
Our dear fellow members have not understood where
your system will lead.” (Wellens-De Donder 1964).
During the following years, Charles Morren sent a
number of letters to Adolphe Quetelet. On 19 May 1842,
CharlesMorren sent his contributions of periodical phenomena
to Quetelet and attached his zoological observations
(Wellens-De Donder 1964).
In a following letter to Quetelet, and, in order to clarify
some aspects in the Instructions, Morren specifies his
definitions of flowering and of full flowering.
“Brusssels, 12 August 1842. One understands by
flowering the period at which the bud operates its first
opening. […] One understands by full flowering the
period at which the first leaves of the bud of the year
have taken their full development.” (Wellens-De
Donder 1964).
Morren informs Quetelet, on 26 June 1843, that the book
of poems [Fleurs éphémères] which contained an ode on
periodical phenomena dedicated to Quetelet, had been
printed (Wellens-De Donder 1964).
Morren addresses, on 27 September 1845, a letter to
Quetelet on periodical phenomena in China. It turns out
that George Tradescant Lay (c. 1800–1845), a British
naturalist, missionary and diplomat, carried out observa-
tions of periodical phenomena at Fuzhou, China, in a
similar way as was suggested by Quetelet. Morren’s letter
will be published in the Bulletin of the Belgian Royal
Academy of Sciences (Wellens-De Donder 1964; Morren
1845, 1849b/1850).
Morren writes as a footnote in his letter to Quetelet,
dated 29 June 1848: “It is today exactly, day by day, one
hundred years ago that Linnaeus botanized with Berger,
the father of the periodical observations.” (Wellens-De
Donder 1964).
Morren writes to Quetelet, on 29 June 1848, in order
to be registered for a communication in the session of
Saturday on the following subjects: (1) A letter to Mr.
Quetelet on periodical phenomena; (2) List of the
agricultural flowerings in the month of June [1848]
(Wellens-De Donder 1964). In the end, Morren’s presen-
tation at the Academy meets with Quetelet’s disapproval
(see below).
The scientific debate between Quetelet and Morren
as seen from published works
Following his disagreement with Quetelet, expressed in his
letter dated 12 January 1842, Morren already writes in his
Fleurs éphémères:
“If an event, in the history of science in Belgium
characterises our era, it will certainly be the idea of
Mr. Quetelet on the observations of the periodical
phenomena. […] Just like the study of the phenomena
which link the animal and vegetal kingdoms on the
terrestrial globe will conduct to the discovery of fixed
relations, general laws, where today nothing seems to
be ruled and where everything seems arbitrary and
irregular. Certainty will replace the vagueness, […].
The goal which proposes the association of the
observation of the periodical phenomena is to know
the manifestation of life ruled by the time.” (Morren
1843b, pp. 439–440)
1 Gustav Schübler (1787–1834) was a German naturalist, and the
founder of applied meteorology in Germany. In 1817 Schübler became
professor of botany, natural history and agricultural chemistry at the
University of Tübingen, Germany.
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In 1848, Morren expresses again his disagreement with
the name given by Quetelet:
“The ensemble of the returning phenomena consti-
tutes of course for the plant kingdom the manifesta-
tion of life ruled by the time. That ensemble has been
named in recent time ‘periodical phenomena’. The
name seems to us too vague because he is too general.
[…] Our goal must be to restrict this study to the
essentials in these relations with the organized living
beings. […] It is a very complex study but it is
embodied in the manifestation of life ruled by the
time.” (Annales, t. IV, Janvier 1848, p. 1–8)
In his historical approach published in the Annales, Morren
refers to Linnaeus’work (Linné 1788, p. 328), who suggested:
“producing in every country, every year, a Floral
Calendar based on the precise moment of leafing,
flowering, fructification and leaf fall, and, by observing
at the same time, one would know the diversity of the
regions of the world. The climate will be well known by
the botanist by the progress and the march of the year
according to the time of development of the leaves and
their fall, from which one will estimate the heat and the
cold.” (Annales, t. IV, Août 1848, p. 281).
On 1 July 1848, a letter was read at the academy in
which Morren criticised Quetelet’s instructions. Although
the members voted that the letter would be published in the
Bulletins, Quetelet submitted an observation to Morren on
7 July and Morren decided to withdraw his text for
publication. However, the letter was published in Fuchsia,
an anthology of Morren’s work (Morren 1849c/1850, pp.
77–83). In this text, Morren reproaches Quetelet for having
only issued the instructions on the observation of periodical
phenomena but omitting the relationships that the observed
data might have among them. Numerous research data
published by Quetelet in the several years surrounding
publication of the letter prove this spirit. Morren quoted
Linnaeus' aphorisms of correlations between the periodical
phenomena of vegetation and animal life. Furthermore,
Morren suggested extending the list of Quetelet to
agricultural plants. All this would contribute to establishing
a Calendar of the Nature (Morren 1849c/1850, pp. 77–83).
Morren repeated his objections in more detail in the
Annales in 1849 (Annales, t. V, Octobre & Novembre
1849). Quetelet had excluded observations of annual plants
because the period of sowing could differ. Similarly, bi-
annual plants were excluded except for autumn cereals, for
which the periods of sowing and the appearance of ears were
requested in the instructions. No observations of flowers,
such as tulips or roses, or of fruit trees, were requested,
which seriously diminished the horticultural interest. Morren
rejects the astronomical year and suggests considering the
biotic year as the period which flows between two successive
returns of the vital phenomena of nature. According to this
idea, Morren classifies plants in nine particular groups.
Morren concludes that the plan proposed by the academy
is deficient in its essential parts and, consequently, it did
not, he believed, have all the utility that the observational
system could have offered (Annales, t. V, Novembre 1849,
p. 410). He offered another option in defining a new
science for which he coined the term phenology at two
different but simultaneous occasions in December 1849.
– From the December 1849 volume of the Annales: “… a
question that important of the periodical phenomena of
the vegetation. We view this study taken on the whole as
a particular science to which we have given the name
‘Phenology’”. (Annales, t. V, Décembre 1849, p. 450).
– In a public lecture at the Belgian Royal Academy of
Sciences in Brussels on 16 December 1849, Morren
elaborated on this subject and used the term ‘phenology’.
He defined ‘phenology’ as follows (see Fig. 3): “It is in
reality a specific science which has the goal to know the
manifestation of life ruled by the time”. (Morren 1849a;
Morren 1851).
Fig. 3 First elaborated definition of 'phénologie' (phenology) by the
Belgian botanist Charles Morren (1807–1858) following a public
lecture at the Belgian Royal Academy at Brussels on December 16
1849 (Morren 1849a) and in a publication in the Annales, t. V,
Décembre 1849, p. 450. Lines 4–6: “This is a particular science
having the goal to understand the manifestations of life governed by
time, it is called phenology.”
Fig. 4 First use of the term phenology in the title of a scientific paper
by Belgian botanist Charles Morren in 1853. Lines 1–6: “A large
number of persons observed extraordinary appearances of the
vegetation during the first half of winter 1852 to 1853 noteworthy to
be collected in the annuals of meteorology, or even better in the
annuals of phenology, which is the science of theses sort of things.”
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Concluding remarks
The origin of the word “phenology” was retraced to
December 1849 in which Charles Morren, a botanist at
the University of Liège in Belgium, coined the term on two
nearly simultaneous occasions. The use of this term was an
answer by Morren to the invitation by Quetelet at the
Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences in Brussels to carry
out observations of periodical phenomena.
As early as 1842, Morren disagreed with Quetelet,
starting a 10-year scientific debate. However, Morren, as a
botanist and a plant physiologist, found that details and
interactions were not specified in the instructions issued by
Quetelet and criticised the cooperation set up by Quetelet.
The discussion was a difficult and delicate one, as seen by
the positions of both actors: the powerful Quetelet versus
his former student Morren. The latter fact explains the
precautions taken by Morren when discussing the point-of-
view of Quetelet. The scientific discussion ended, more or
less, in 1853 when Morren published a paper (Fig. 4) in the
Bulletins of the Academy in which the new term “phenol-
ogy” was used in its title (Morren 1852–74, 1853).
Morren’s terminology was taken up temporarily by the
Meteorological Institute in Vienna in 1858, and soon after
the new term started to be used by several scientists in
Latvia, in Italy (Puppi 2007), in Finland, in the U.K. and in
the U.S.A. In Belgium, de Selys-Longchamps (1853) was
one of the first to refer, in a footnote, to the new term.
However, the old term “periodical phenomena” continued
to be used, as is shown by the Smithsonian Institute
(Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections 1860).
The present day legacy of the debate is contradictory: the
climate-oriented, Quetelet type of instructions have sur-
vived, while the more botany-oriented Morren type of
instructions were probably never used. However, the term
“phenology” has obtained worldwide general acceptance
while the term “observations of periodical phenomena”
today is more rarely used. Differences still remain today:
environmental scientists more relate phenological data to
the definition of Adolphe Quetelet while the view of
Morren is more reflected by the plant modelling and
biological science communities. The history of the term
“phenology” sheds light on the understanding of “phenol-
ogy” as a scientific discipline in the beginning of the
twenty-first century.
Today, the term “phenology” is widely used by scientists
from disciplines as diverse as medieval history and climate
modelling. The term, in its scientific meaning, has regained
momentum within climate change impact studies. In a time
of global change and of understanding the impacts of
climate change, the phenological observations on global,
regional and very local scales are of the utmost important.
In this context, the stress given by Morren to the
observation of the manifestation of life as ruled by time
becomes crucial to witnessing the impact of climatic
change.
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